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IMPORTANT NOTE: Each EUPS student is required to abide by all James Madison University policies. Regulations 

and policies that are specific to the EUPS Program are communicated through the JMU EUPS Residential 

Contract, the Florence & Abroad Real Estate Agency contract, this EUPS Program Handbook, orientation and 

internship material, and by the Residence Assistant. It is the student’s responsibility to be familiar with this 

information and abide by all the rules and policies contained herein. 
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Welcome 

“A day will come when all nations on our continent will form a European brotherhood...  

A day will come when we shall see... the United States of America and the United States of Europe  

face to face, reaching out for each other across the seas.” 

 

Victor Hugo 

 

Dear student,  

 

Welcome to James Madison University’s European Union Policy Studies (EUPS) program. Congratulations on 

being accepted into such a challenging, rewarding, and enriching master’s program! Studying abroad in Europe 

is a unique opportunity, both personally and professionally. Make the most of it, and follow in the path of those 

who have studied EUPS since JMU established this successful program in 2007. 

  

Europe will soon become your second home, a place for personal discovery, cultural immersion and diverse new 

endeavors. After they return home from Europe, EUPS alumni routinely say that the experience has been 

tremendously impactful on their views of themselves and the world. They often note that, on a personal level, 

they have become more open- minded, knowledgeable and appreciative of cultural differences. They have 

widened their horizons and have made solid friendships along the way.  

 

Academically, in Florence you will have the privilege of being taught by distinguished American and European 

faculty members who transmit a passion for the discipline and the object of study, as well as deep commitment 

to the academic and professional growth of their students. The robust transatlantic group of academics, topic 

experts and professionals that gravitates around the EUPS program will become your first networking circuit, 

which will help facilitate a jump start into new exciting careers in the public, private or not-for-profit sectors, 

either in Europe or in the United States. The established and ever growing EUPS alumni family will be crucial, as 

you move your first steps into the professional realm upon graduating. Opening doors for each other is what 

EUPS alumni are very good at doing, and by the time the program is over you will find yourself well networked 

into this new and thriving community.  

 

Most importantly, you will soon learn that employers look for precisely those skills that the EUPS program is 

known for developing and perfecting: critical thinking and analysis, research methodology, policy analysis, 

subject matter expertise, oral and written communication, public speaking, effective cross-cultural 

communication.  

 

JMU aims to ensure that while studying in Florence you will never be lonely, that you will find support from the 

program’s dedicated administrative and academic staff. Whether based in Florence or in Harrisonburg, our staff 

members look forward to providing you with encouragement, academic and professional guidance, and 

personal, tailored assistance when needed.  
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This handbook is a very useful resource that brings together basic practical as well as academic information. 

Keep it handy throughout the year, as it will be your best companion in addressing the most common issues and 

questions. For anything else, please do refer to our staff, both on the ground and at the home campus. They will 

always be ready to help and address any concern that may come up during your period of study abroad.  

 

We look forward to working with you and wish you all the very best on this exciting new endeavor! 

 

 

The Graduate School, JMU 

Center for Global Engagement, JMU 
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SECTION ONE – Preparing for the EUPS experience 

1. Get to know the JMU Florence staff  

James Madison University has a small but highly experienced staff dedicated to the EUPS program. Staff 

members are active on campus in Harrisonburg and on-site in Florence. The JMU Florence staff manages the 

Renaissance-era palace (palazzo) where the university is hosted (called Palazzo Capponi in via dei 

Michelozzi) and takes care of academic activities and students’ residential needs. EUPS students live in JMU 

apartments scattered within the historic center of Florence and attend classes in the “Linwood Rose” 

academic center at Palazzo Capponi. 

 

In addition to administering the M.A. Program in Political Science with a concentration in European Policy 

Studies (EUPS), the JMU Florence staff also administers JMU’s the Semester in Florence (SIF) program, which 

is a semester long (spring, summer and fall) study abroad undergraduate program. SIF students live in the 

dorm area of Palazzo Capponi. Thus, when we talk about JMU’s Florence programs, we mean both the EUPS 

master’s degree program and the SIF study abroad program. Staff members listed below work for both the 

EUPS and SIF programs.  

 

 

The staff: 

 

 

The Executive Director, Dr. Charles H. Blake  
(based in Harrisonburg) 
 
The Executive Director (a professor of political science at JMU) 
implements all JMU policy, academic or otherwise. He oversees 
JMU’s undergraduate and graduate programs in Florence regarding 
faculty, curriculum, and operations. With regard to the EUPS 
program, he leads program recruitment activities; chairs the 
Admissions Committee; and coordinates pre-departure orientation 
activities. During each academic cycle, he works with faculty & staff 
on varied aspects of program operations. He also teaches within the 
program and leads some of the professional development activities. 
He liaises with our program’s Alumni Board regarding alumni 
activities and he oversees program communications. 
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The On-Site Director & EUPS Academic Coordinator, Caterina 
Paolucci (based in Florence) 
 
The On-Site Director and EUPS Academic Coordinator manages both 
the EUPS and SIF programs on the ground. Her EUPS related 
competences include implementation of the EUPS academic 
curriculum in close contact with program faculty and staff, oversight 
of the program’s daily workings and cultivation of relationships with 
various academic partners and stakeholders in Florence and abroad. 
She is responsible for safety, security, health and emergency policies, 
and intervenes when necessary, to help resolve any academic or 
health and security related problems that may occur during the 
academic year.  

 

 

 
The Administrative Coordinator, Chiara Martinelli  
(based in Florence) 
 
The Administrative Coordinator’s main job is the implementation of 
the program’s budget, as agreed upon by the Executive Director and 
On-Site Director. She is charged with bookkeeping and financial 
reporting tasks. She keeps records of program expenditures in order 
and carries out program acquisitions that are necessary to program 
functioning. She also liaises with maintenance and service providers. 
The administrative coordinator implements safety and security 
measures (e.g., keeping the emergency systems up to date and 
internet communications protected, as well as implementing privacy 
protection measures).  
 

 

 
The Florence Programs Assistant, Chiara Nuti  
(based in Florence) 
 
The Florence Programs Assistant helps the On-Site Program Director 
and faculty to carry out tasks and liaises with external stakeholders 
whenever needed. She helps to organize academic excursions and 
class outings and makes sure that information circulates smoothly 
between students, faculty, and staff. She also handles practical 
arrangements surrounding academic events. 
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The Residence Assistant (RA), Zoey Wilson (based in Florence) 
 
The RA is the person students turn to for issues regarding Palazzo 
Capponi’s maintenance (i.e. bathrooms clogging, water leeks, light bulbs 
replacement, etc.), WiFi malfunctions, medical or other emergencies.  
 
For medical emergencies, the RA is on call 24/7 and responds to the 
emergency phone number. The on-call duty is shared with the FMIR on set 
dates (see section 8.2). The RA also advises students on life in Florence. 
She can be addressed to discuss  various practicalities (e.g., grocery 
shopping in the city, selecting a gym, moving around, museums to visit, 
popular events, etc.) and coordinates several program events, such as 
charity runs or community service. The RA is tasked with supporting the 
On-Site Director in carrying out the safety policies relating to the building. 
She applies the fines for the policy breaches described in the EUPS 
Residential Contract.  
 

 
 

 
The Faculty Member in Residence (FMIR) – rotates every semester 
(lives in the Palazzo Capponi in Florence) 
 
The FMIR is a rotating JMU faculty member or administrator, 
normally based in Harrisonburg, who comes to Florence with each 
undergraduate group in the fall, spring, & summer sessions. 
 
The FMIR takes on emergency on-call duties for the EUPS program 
on scheduled dates, alternating in this task with the Residence 
Assistant (see above).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Counselor, Silia Passeri (based in Florence) 
 
Sometimes, living abroad can be stressful. Talking to a counselor can 
help to diffuse tension, address culture shock, or overcome 
homesickness. JMU offers free counseling once a week to EUPS and 
SIF students. The Counselor comes to the JMU premises and offers 
her services on a walk-in basis in the academic center. She can also 
be reached at her office upon appointment. A plan of individual 
counseling sessions can be agreed with the Counselor by students. 
Such counseling sessions are covered by the CISI insurance policy 
(see details in sections 2.8 and 8.1). 
 
 

 

 

JMU Florence staff members are not responsible for helping students with individual travel arrangements, or 

keeping parents updated on student activities.  

 

The JMU Florence staff reserves the right to share among its components any medical, personal, or 

academic information provided by students. JMU staff reserves the right to report to the appropriate bodies 
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at the home campus if any student is seriously ill; suffers an injury; is the victim or perpetrator of 

harassment, whether on or off campus; is the victim or the perpetrator of sexual or gender-based 

misconduct and/or of criminal behavior, whether on or off campus. JMU Florence staff, faculty, and 

administrators have full authority to report to the appropriate authorities at the home campus any and all 

such incidents, under the applicable laws (including but not limited to Title IX and Clery Act), whether or not 

such incidents involve disciplinary action. 

2. Pre-departure information: important things to know and prepare for before you leave 

This section should help you to prepare for your time in Florence in the months that remain before your 

departure.  

2.1  Visa requirements 

All students who are not EU citizens must obtain a student visa prior to their arrival in Italy. We strongly advise 

you to use the Center for Global Engagement (CGE) at James Madison University to obtain your visa. The CGE 

will be in touch in the months preceding the beginning of the program to walk you through the process of 

applying for the student visa.  

2.2 Stay permit (permesso di soggiorno)  

Within eight days of entering the country, all students who are not EU citizens must submit an application/kit to 

apply for a stay permit. In Italian, the stay permit is called a permesso di soggiorno. Application for the permesso 

di soggiorno is a complicated bureaucratic exercise. Consequently, on-site staff will help students to fill in the 

forms, compile relevant material, and present all documentation to the authorities. In order to do this, each 

student must provide, by the deadlines specified here, the following documentation. 

 

Before departure… 

 

to the Center for Global Engagement (CGE): 

 

-Four identical photographs on a plain white background 

with your signature on the back of each 

-Copy of the stamped “Acceptance Letter for JMU Master’s 

Degree Program in Political Science.” This is the letter that 

was submitted to the Italian consulate in the U.S. in order to 

obtain your visa. The letter was returned to you with the 

official stamp on it. 

Upon arrival in Florence… 

 

to JMU Florence on-site staff: 

 

-The “Acceptance Letter for JMU for JMU Master’s 

Degree Program in Political Science”. You must have the 

original version of this stamped letter with you in 

Florence. This is vital, since you cannot apply for a stay 

permit without it! 

-Your passport   

-Your boarding passes, as proof of the date of entry into 

the Schengen area 

-Your credit card. JMU on-the-ground staff in Florence 

will make photocopies of the front and the back of the 

card. 
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Students who fail to provide the relevant paperwork within the time requested will be responsible for their own 

application, so as not to hold up the application of other students. If you fail to obtain a permesso di soggiorno, 

you may be deported by the Italian police.  

 

Please note that the appointment at the immigration office is usually scheduled within two months of the 

submission of the application kit, and that it is not possible to reschedule the time assigned by the immigration 

office. Thus, before you make any plans or bookings for fall break, you have to wait until you have been given an 

appointment with the immigration office. Program staff will communicate the appointment’s date to you as 

soon as they receive the date.  

2.3 CGE health emergency treatment authorization (HETA) form  

During pre-departure orientation, students will be asked to fill out an online HETA form. This form allows 

students to provide information about emergency contact numbers, food allergies, and medications. It is 

important that information about allergies be disclosed, as such information is useful in cases of illness or 

emergency. The HETA form contains a ‘comments’ section where students can provide other information (i.e. 

medical devices in use; allergies to cats; subject to panic attacks; recently underwent knee surgery, etc.). This 

information is very important: it can help CGE and JMU Florence staff to deal with student needs in case of 

hospitalization or emergency.  

2.4 Wi-Fi connection  

James Madison University Florence Programs is member of Education Roaming (“Eduroam”), a secure wireless 

network that encompasses educational institutions worldwide, allowing faculty, staff, and students to use their 

home institution’s website wireless credentials to access wireless networks when visiting other Eduroam-

participating institutions. 

 

JMU Florence requires students who plan to enroll in the EUPS program to configure their devices to use 

Eduroam prior to their arrival in Italy. Students can contact the JMU Help Desk with any questions or issues with 

the configuration. Please follow this link to the Eduroam informational page for steps on configuring your device 

before you depart for Italy: 

https://www.jmu.edu/computing/internet-and-network/eduroam.shtml 

 

IMPORTANT: you have to take the necessary steps to connect to Eduroam while you are still in the USA – you 

will not be able to configure your devices once you are outside the country. 

 

2.5 Travel to and from Florence  

NOTICE: Covid-19 pandemic related travel information will be given separately 

EUPS students are not allowed to occupy their apartment in Florence before the first day of the program. In 

addition, students must vacate their apartment on the day indicated in the residential contract (a few days after 

graduation). The exact start/end dates and times of the program are specified in the residential contract. On-site 

staff cannot grant exceptions to this rule.  

https://www.jmu.edu/computing/internet-and-network/eduroam.shtml
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JMU does not arrange travel to or from Florence for students participating in the EUPS program. Students are 

responsible for booking their own flights and informing JMU, via the Terra Dotta system, of their flight 

schedules.  

 

Students should not arrive in Italy, or elsewhere in the Schengen area (the zone of free movement that includes 

most European Union countries) before the start date of the visa/the official first day of the program. 

 

Please ensure that you allow at least two hours between your connecting flights because delays frequently 

occur. Such delays can prevent students from getting their second flight as scheduled. Students should also 

check to see if/how the luggage allowance differs on their connecting flights, since luggage limits imposed by 

European airlines are occasionally much lower than those allowed on transatlantic flights. To give an example, if 

your suitcase weighs forty kilograms and the limit is twenty kilograms (which it is for many carriers), you could 

be charged as much as €11 per kilo over and above this weight, making the final bill as much as, or more than, 

the price of an additional flight.  

 

You should plan to arrive in Florence on August 30, 2022 between 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM.  In an email you will 

receive pre-departure, you will be given specific information on how to reach and access your Florence 

apartment.  

Keep in mind that luggage is sometimes delayed because of layovers and can arrive in Florence a few days after 

the flight has landed. Therefore, it is prudent to keep at least a change of underwear in your hand luggage. 

Students arriving at the Florence airport should carry at least €35 in cash to pay for the taxi ride; we encourage 

students to acquire euros either (a) before their departure for Europe or (b) while in transit/during their 

European layovers. Taxi drivers do not expect to be tipped in Italy. The taxi driver will drop you off at your 

apartment (the trip usually takes 20-25 minutes, depending on traffic, time of day, etc.). If you arrive at a 

different time or location, like the train station, specific instructions will be sent to you by on-site staff in due 

time.  

If your flight arrives in Rome, Bologna, Pisa, or Milan, you will have to travel by train to Florence. The nearest 

airport to Florence that is not the Florence Amerigo Vespucci airport itself (airport code: FLR) is the Pisa Airport 

(Aeroporto Galileo Galilei, airport code: PSA) about an hour away by train. Important: before getting on a train, 

always be sure to validate train tickets by inserting them in the green machines located at the beginning of each 

platform, which will stamp your ticket with the time and date. If you have purchased your train ticket online, 

simply show your printed ticket to the conductor once you are onboard. Otherwise, you may be fined by the 

conductor. Please do not get on the train without a valid ticket, as you may be fined a minimum of €50 in 

addition to the ticket’s cost. The main station in central Florence where trains arrive more frequently is Firenze 

Santa Maria Novella (SMN), but trains occasionally arrive also at Firenze Campo di Marte (CdM), and Firenze 

Rifredi. No matter at which one of the Florence train stations you arrive, you will need at least €25 in cash for a 

taxi to your apartment.  

On the first full day of the practical on-site orientation process (the day after their scheduled arrival), students 

will be instructed on the specific housing policies regarding their apartment. (See section 4). 
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2.5 Phones  

It is mandatory for all students to use the JMU Florence provided SIM cards once they have arrived. To do this, 

before leaving for Florence students must unlock their phone through your U.S. provider. This will allow their 

phone to work with a different provider than the one they have in the U.S.. IMPORTANT NOTE: Even if students 

or their relatives purchase for them a travel phone plan with their U.S. service provider, upon arrival to the 

palazzo they will be required to remove their U.S. SIM card and use the phone plan provided by JMU. Otherwise, 

the student will not be abiding by the mandatory communication policy. Please read section 7.3 below very 

carefully.  

2.6 Computing and Wi-Fi access in the Linwood Rose Academic Center at Palazzo Capponi 

You can enable the JMU Florence WI-FI on all your personal devices by accessing the Eduroam network (see 

section 2.4 above). Do not expect to find in Florence the same Wi-Fi service standard you have in the US, as 

networks are less efficient in Italy, due to the cities’ old infrastructure and the thickness of the buildings’ walls.  

 

One printer will be available for students’ use. The printer can be accessed directly from the students’ laptop 

computers as well, once they are connected to the network.   

2.7 Money 

Prior to coming to Italy, contact your credit card provider and/or your bank/financial institution, and set a travel 

notice to ensure that you can use your card/s abroad. Be sure that whichever card you use, debit or credit, has a 

4 or 5 digit PIN code (necessary to withdraw cash). Note that Visa and Master Card are commonly accepted 

everywhere in Europe. American Express and Discover are often not accepted. 

2.8 Insurance coverage 

JMU provides all EUPS students with an insurance coverage plan designed by Cultural Insurance Services 

International (CISI). Before departing, students should familiarize themselves with the terms and conditions of 

this coverage so that they and/or their parents can evaluate whether or not they will need any additional 

insurance coverage while abroad.  

 

Students should also be aware that if they require medical treatment at the Florence hospitals, private medical 

facilities, or dental offices, even though they are insured, they will be expected to pay cash up front (credit cards 

are rarely accepted) and then to seek to have the sum reimbursed by the insurance company. Of course, it is 

important in such situations to obtain a receipt for all medical services rendered. 

 

Students may also want to consider purchasing a comprehensive insurance policy, in the US, that would cover 

non-medical eventualities that could take place while studying in Florence. A number of privately provided 

insurance plans, for example, will cover personal belongings that are stolen while abroad. Students may want to 

check with parents to find out if their homeowner’s policy will provide coverage for property lost or stolen while 

abroad.  
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3. What to tell your family and friends about shipping things to you, visiting you, and contacting you 

Please share the following information with family members or friends who might send you a letter or a 

package.  

3.1 Incoming mail 

Letters and postcards sent from the US to Italy usually arrive in 10 to 14 business days. We advise to tell family 

and friends to send mail and packages to JMU’s address in Florence. Letters should be addressed as follows:  

YOUR FULL NAME 

c/o JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 

VIA DEI MICHELOZZI 2 

50125 FIRENZE 

ITALY 

Arriving letters will be placed in a mailbox in the academic center of JMU’s Palazzo Capponi, where students can 

collect them.  

3.2 Incoming packages 

If you receive a package or an express mailing (Fed Ex, UPS, etc.) that was sent to the school address above, JMU 

Florence Front Office staff will sign for the package, assuming the package has not been taxed by Italian customs 

officials, and you will be informed by WhatsApp message upon its arrival. You will then pick up the delivery in 

the Front Office. 

Packages often arrive with customs fees to pay. In this case, the recipient is informed by JMU staff about the 

package’s arrival and receives a package slip with which they then must go to the deliverer’s depot to pick up 

the package and pay the customs fees.  

Please note that customs fees have to be paid upon receipt of the package based on the declared value of the 

package content. Generally, packages with a declared value below 20 dollars will not pay customs. Packages that 

contain used items or gifts are also generally exempt from customs duties.  

Remember: packages marked as gifts, those with a low declared value, and those containing “used personal 

effects” usually arrive with nothing to pay. However, this does not guarantee that the packages will not be 

inspected by customs authorities. Moreover, be aware that if a sender includes this description and the package 

gets lost, they will not be able to make a claim for the proper value of the contents.  

With regard to incoming packages, please bear the following points in mind: 

Never have anything sent that is of high monetary or sentimental value. 

Packages containing food items and/or vitamins are often inspected by Italian customs officials. Such inspections 

cause delays and incur taxes/processing fees. Vitamins, even by U.S. companies, are available in Italy over the 

counter in pharmacies, as well as in “erboristerie” (herbal products stores) and some supermarkets. Ask JMU 

Florence staff for advice. 
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Packages containing cosmetic products, shampoo, body washes etc. require filling out extra forms. Most 

cosmetic products of common usage are available in Florence, but the name and packaging can be very 

different. Ask JMU Florence staff for advice.  

Packages containing electronic devices such as computers, hard drives, memory devices, cameras, and cell 

phones are always inspected and taxed according to existing sales tax agreements between the EU and the US. 

Avoid having such items sent to you, if possible, as such taxes are very high! 

It is illegal to send controlled substances (e.g., most prescription medications) across international borders 

without a special clearance.  

Sending prescription medications and contact lenses requires a complicated clearance process involving medical 

and legal declarations. Such declarations are extremely costly and time consuming. If you need medicines, 

either bring them along with you, or ask your U.S. doctor to indicate the name of the active ingredient, and 

the dosage required, in a letter. A local doctor will transcribe that active ingredient in an Italian prescription, 

which will allow you to get the same medicine in Italy, as well (ask on-site staff for information on how to do 

this).  

3.3 Visiting 

JMU EUPS students cannot host family or friends in their apartments overnight. Please let family members and 

friends know this well in advance! You will find a large variety of accommodation types in Florence with very 

wide price ranges. You can ask Florence staff for suggestions or simply do an on-line search. A no-guest policy 

applies to Palazzo Capponi, which cannot let any outside visitors in, if not for strictly academic and program 

related purposes. No exceptions can be granted to this policy.  

3.4 Contacting you while you are in Florence 

While staying in touch with your family and friends is important, you should not spend all your free time on the 

phone with them. The considerable time zone difference makes some students spend most of their Florentine 

nights on the phone with the U.S., distracting and detracting from a fully immersive and academically productive 

experience. Students should prepare their loved ones before their study abroad time. Loved ones will certainly 

understand and support the students in their quest for a balanced and healthy long-distance relationship.  
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SECTION TWO - Once in Florence 

4. Living arrangements 

4.1 EUPS Apartments 

EUPS students live in apartments shared exclusively with other members of the EUPS cohort and located in the 

Florence city center. Finding an accommodation in Florence these days is very difficult, due to the high demand 

from tourists and tour agencies. Prices in town are very high and offer is scarce. In order to guarantee an 

accommodation in central Florence to its M.A. students, JMU rents apartments through a real estate agency 

named “Florence & Abroad”, who manages the apartments and takes care of their maintenance. The EUPS 

apartments are all located within walking distance of JMU’s Palazzo Capponi. This arrangement maximizes 

student independence and encourages deep, rich engagement with the contemporary Florentine community. 

Before the program commences, you will be asked to fill out a housing information form, where you are able to 

discuss your personal habits (e.g., are you an early riser or a night owl?), your roommate preferences (if any), 

and other pertinent information. Once receiving forms from all students, and taking all preferences into 

account, JMU will group students with similar preferences/needs, and allocate them to their accommodations, 

based on availability.  

Each EUPS apartment varies in structure, but all apartments are completely furnished and provided with bed 

linens, pots/pans, kitchen utensils, stove, washing machine, TV, and Wi-Fi connection. The apartments vary in 

size – some may accommodate 2-3 students, others may accommodate up to six students. All contain a living 

room, a kitchen, bedroom/s, and bathroom/s. All apartments are located within the historic city center. All 

ordinary accommodation-related expenses and utilities (e.g., all expenses not related to negligent or destructive 

behavior by tenants) are included in the EUPS program fee. 

Before leaving to Italy EUPS students sign a residential contract containing the detail of the policies applying to 

JMU’s accommodations in Florence. 

 

The program’s practical orientation process in the fall includes a meeting with Florence & Abroad Real Estate 

Agency, in which students will be given more specific information about the properties where they are living, 

particularities of the apartments (e.g., how to use the washing machine), and more general tips about living in 

the city. 

Please bear in mind that you will be living with other students in the program. Living with other people, 

particularly when you are far from home and adjusting to a new culture, can be challenging. While roommate 

issues, arguments and misunderstandings can occur, it is important that you attempt to deal with such issues in 

a mature and measured way and be prepared to compromise.  

4.2 Heating  

According to Italian law, heating can be on for a maximum of 12 non-consecutive hours per day in Florence from 

November 1 to April 15. Heating in Florence is prohibited by law in periods other than November 1 - April 15. 
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This same law also prohibits that the thermostat be set over 18-20°C (64-68°F). The city council may occasionally 

allow an extension or reduction of the heating period.  

As a result of the type of construction and low level of insulation, apartments can be colder than you are used to 

at home. Wearing layers of warm clothes in the winter allows students to adapt to the lower levels of insulation 

of Italian buildings and still feel comfortable.  

To avoid any unnecessary waste of energy, do not keep windows open when the heating is on.  

4.3 Air conditioning  

Apartments in Italy are not always equipped with air conditioning units. If an air conditioning unit is present in 

the students’ apartment there will be a usage fee, which JMU will not cover. Students can ask the agency 

“Florence & Abroad” directly for permission to use the air conditioning and for the price of the fee. All the 

students in an apartment will have to share the added electricity costs, as per a written agreement signed by all 

of them with the agency. JMU cannot take any responsibility for disagreements regarding air conditioning fees 

between residents or between the residents and the agency.  

4.4 Utilities  

The cost of utilities such as electricity and water are prohibitively high in Italy. Please turn off the lights each 

time you leave a room, and don’t leave water unnecessarily running. Use the laundry with a full load. Please 

notify the agency immediately if there is a leak, as otherwise they will charge you with the extra costs caused by 

the leak.  

APARTMENTS AND UTILITIES DO’S AND DON’TS: 

Do: Use the toilet brush that is located in every Italian bathroom. The flush is not as strong as in the US, as water 

pressure is much lower. Thus, the use of the brush is imperative.  

Don’t: Do not plug in American appliances without using an appropriate adaptor. The voltage in Italy is 220. This 

contrasts with the US’s standard 110-volt system. NEVER use American hair dryers.  

Don’t: Do not step out of the shower and walk around the apartment with bare wet feet. You or someone else 

may slip and suffer consequences.  

Don’t: Do not put tampons, sanitary napkins, cotton balls, Q-tips, or anything else down the toilet (you will be 

responsible for plumbing charges). 

Do: Remove hair from drain after washing or showering to avoid clogging. Note well: drain pipes are smaller in 

Italy. Thus, water drains more slowly, and pipes are apt to clog. 

4.5 Cleaning and inspections  

Students are required to keep their apartments clean and in order, both for health reasons and out of mutual 

respect. In order to prevent the spreading of illnesses, inspections will be carried out regularly by JMU and can 

be carried out by the landlord and the agency as well. 
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It is critical to open windows for 30-40 minutes each and every day. This simple action will avoid the 

development of an unhealthy and unpleasant room condition and curtail the spread of bacteria and viruses.  

 

In general, apartments must be kept clean and in good condition. If your apartment requires maintenance, you 

should contact the Florence & Abroad Real Estate Agency for assistance. 

4.6  Mosquitoes, not bed bugs!  

Students often find mosquitoes to be more aggressive in Italy. It is sometime the case that mosquitoes are 

mistaken for bed bugs, because their bites can be very numerous, swollen and itchy. Each room is cautiously 

inspected for bed bugs in between residents. There has not been one single case of bed bugs since the 

program’s inception in Florence. Should you need it, different types of plug-in mosquito liquid repellent or spray 

are available at the supermarket. Ask JMU Florence staff for more information and advice!   

4.7 Courtesy hours  

You are expected to contribute to a positive and healthy environment respectful of the sleep and study needs of 

others. EUPS students are responsible for approaching one another and talking about expectations with regard 

to noise levels. 

Moreover, neighbors should not be disturbed, especially at night. There is a law in Italy that allows anybody to 

call the police for excessive noise after 10:30 PM. JMU Florence staff is not able to offer assistance under such 

circumstances. Please respect the rights of your roommates and neighbors! 
 

5. Palazzo Capponi: JMU’s building in Florence 

5.1  Description of Palazzo Capponi’s main areas 

Linwood Rose Academic Center (LRAC), located on the Second Floor (accessible 9:00 AM -10.00 PM) 

Administrative offices: 2 
Classrooms: 3 
Staff & Faculty room: 1 
Study room/library: 1 
 

Dorm area, located on the Second, Third, and Fourth Floors, for Semester in Florence (SIF) students 

Bedrooms: 15 
Bathrooms: 8 
Student kitchen: 1 
Student lounge: 1 
 

Faculty area, located on the Fourth Floor 

Faculty Member in Residence (FMIR) apartment  
Two bedrooms for JMU Florence program guests 
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EUPS students attend classes (except for Italian, see section 5 below) in Palazzo Capponi, a 16th century building 

that JMU operates in central Florence. The Palazzo is a lovely building—old (but updated) and quaint. The 

building includes the Linwood Rose Academic Center for SIF and EUPS students, SIF dorm areas, and an 

apartment for the FMIR and official JMU programs visitors.  

 

EUPS students have access to the Linwood Rose Academic Center between 9:00 AM-10:00 PM. Palazzo 

Capponi’s academic center comprises office space, classroom space, and study space for both SIF and EUPS 

students.  

 

SIF students’ dorm areas are located on multiple floors of Palazzo Capponi and include bedrooms, shared 

bathrooms, shared lounge space, and a shared kitchen space.  SIF students’ dorm areas are private areas that 

have to be respected as such by EUPS students, who are kindly requested not to use the dorm area spaces, 

desktop computers or bathrooms of SIF students.  After midnight, the SIF dorm areas are equated to private 

apartments, and EUPS students are submitted to the same rules as external visitors: they have to leave the 

areas, and the entire building, by midnight.  

5.2 Palazzo Capponi access rules 

During orientation, students will be given an electronic key to access the JMU building, Palazzo Capponi. It is 

strictly forbidden to give the electronic key to anyone else, for any reason. EUPS students must leave Palazzo 

Capponi by 10.00 PM. It is strictly forbidden to let anyone into the building. No exceptions can be made, as this 

might jeopardize SIF students’ safety, privacy, and/or cause distress. 

 

Florence staff members will regularly review the internal camera recordings. Should EUPS students contravene 

these policies, they will be contacted by JMU Florence staff for an in-person conversation. Then, a fine will be 

placed on the student’s JMU account. Multiple breaches of the policy will result in multiple fines, even if 

committed within a short lapse of time. Camera recordings are reviewed once per week, therefore the 

notification of one or multiple consecutive breaches will be communicated at once to the students the following 

week. Not having been informed immediately about the first breach/es does not exempt the student from the 

fine/s, as students are expected to be fully aware of the policy.  

 

The residential contract contains the detail of the policies applying to Palazzo Capponi as well. Please refer to 

that document for further information. 

 

Please note that visiting family members and friends of EUPS students may not enter the JMU building. Each 

individual EUPS student is responsible for the breaches of his/her friends or family members. No exceptions can 

be made to this policy.  

 

NOTICE: Access rules to JMU buildings may change in line with changes in the COVID-19 regulations. Specific 

information will be provided to the students in Florence. 
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6. Academics and EUPS Program rules 

6.1 Classes  

Most JMU Florence classes are held at Palazzo Capponi in the classrooms of the LRAC. The classrooms are fully 

equipped with computers, screens, a whiteboard and Wi-Fi. Graduate students take classes at Palazzo Capponi 

and share classrooms and study space with SIF students. JMU’s graduate students also share Italian instruction 

with SIF students in Florence (see at the end of this section). 

The LRAC also features a staff room, where staff and faculty meetings are held and where sometimes program 

staff meets with students. In this room, the FMIR holds office hours and the Counselor her counseling hours.  

Two other offices in the academic center are the Front office and the office of the On-Site Director. These two 

offices host the Florence staff members, as well as occasional staff, interns and faculty from Harrisonburg.  

Italian courses are held at the nearby British Institute Library, in Palazzo Lanfredini, Lungarno Guicciardini 9 

(open 10:00 AM – 6:30 PM, Monday to Friday). Courses are exclusively for JMU SIF and EUPS students and are 

not open to anybody else.  

6.2  Curriculum Summary 

The program seeks to train the next generation of international policy professionals. It is designed to improve 

understanding of the European Union as a system of governance and as a multinational actor, to promote 

awareness and understanding of the importance and scope of the transatlantic partnership between the 

European Union and the United States, and to provide students with the necessary research and policy analysis 

skills to be effective participants in the transatlantic partnership and the process of policy analysis.  

This is the program’s curriculum summary: 

Requirements          Credit Hours 
FALL SEMESTER 
POSC 603: The Political Institutions of the European Union     3 
POSC 604: Policy-Making Processes       3 
POSC 605: Comparative European Politics       3 
POSC 644: Research in Policy Dynamics       3 
 
SPRING SEMESTER 
POSC 620: The EU: Contemporary Issues and Controversies     3 
POSC 640: Policy Analysis and the European Union      3 
POSC 641: Topics in Economic and Social Policy       3* 
POSC 642: Topics in Foreign Policy and Internal Security      3* 
POSC 643: The Transatlantic Relationship and the Challenges of Globalization  3 
         
SUMMER SEMESTER 
POSC 690 Tutorial in EU Policy Studies        6 
POSC 692 EU Seminar          3 
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Total credits                      33 
 
*Students will take either POSC 641 or POSC 642. 
 

Fall Semester 

Fall semester coursework provides students with a foundation in the historical, political, economic, and social 

aspects of the European Union (EU). These core courses acquaint students with key features of EU politics, 

policy, and society. All students will complete the following courses:  

POSC 603 The Political Institutions of the European Union 

This course is a comprehensive consideration of the EU’s institutions and the relationships among them. It 

analyzes the roles of the EU’s institutions and advisory bodies and considers the ways that executive, legislative, 

judicial, and advisory institutions interact. The course also engages debates about the nature and limits of 

democracy in Europe and considers whether changes in the Union’s institutional architecture might increase the 

quality of European democracy. 

POSC 604 Policy-Making Processes 

This course examines policy cycles and illuminates the range of general and sector-specific policy processes that 

take place in the EU and other complex decision-making environments. The course analyzes the structures of 

policy regimes and the ways that those structures affect the behaviors of diverse policy actors.  

POSC 605 Comparative European Politics 

This course examines the functioning of Europe's national political systems. It focuses on state formation, nation 

building, models of democracy, territorial governance, electoral systems, party systems, legislative-executive 

relations, state-society dynamics, and other core elements of national governance. The course involves analysis 

of similarities and differences among national political models and consideration of Europeanization's effects on 

national governance. 

POSC 644 Research in Policy Dynamics 

This course involves scrutiny of policy proposals from their conception through their ultimate fate. Students gain 

familiarity with specialized databases in multiple policy-making systems. The course promotes familiarity with 

alternative ways of conceptualizing, organizing, publicizing, and tracking the evolution of policy proposals and 

policy-relevant data. 
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Spring Semester 

In the spring semester, students undertake specialized public policy studies, exploring in greater detail issues 

and policies raised in the core curriculum in the fall. All students declare a policy track of specialization in (a) 

economic and social policy or (b) foreign policy and internal security. Policy-making and application is integrated 

into all spring semester courses. All students complete the following coursework (enrolling in POSC 641 or POSC 

642, depending on their policy track of specialization):  

POSC 620 The EU: Contemporary Issues and Controversies 

This course offers a deep look into contemporary issues and debates in EU politics. The particular subject matter 

changes from semester to semester; contemporary issues include the future of the common currency, 

immigration and asylum, relationships between particular member-states and the broader Union, and EU 

foreign policy challenges. Regardless of its specific focus, this course considers the historical background of the 

debate, the positions of different member-states and policy players, and the likely future of the issue. The 

course requires active engagement with contemporary media coverage, think tank analyses, and scholarly 

literature. 

POSC 640 Policy Analysis and the European Union 

This course offers an intensive immersion into the methods and concepts of policy analysis, with emphasis on 

applications involving European affairs. It introduces students to various techniques in policy forecasting, 

monitoring, and evaluation while discussing their potential application to policy decision-making, policy 

advocacy, and policy implementation. Students apply those techniques in case-based projects. 

POSC 641 Topics in Economic and Social Policy  

In-depth exploration of specialized topics in EU economic and social policy. The topics for each semester will 

vary and may include the single market, economic and monetary union, competition policy, social policy, 

agricultural policy, regional policy, environmental policy, energy policy, and research and development policy. 

POSC 642 Topics in Foreign Policy and Internal Security  

In-depth exploration of specialized topics in EU foreign policy and internal security. The topics for each semester 

will vary and may include European foreign policy, European security and defense policy, police and judicial 

cooperation, immigration and asylum, and efforts to combat organized crime. 

POSC 643 The Transatlantic Relationship and the Challenges of Globalization 

This course analyzes the connections between North America and Europe. It examines the transatlantic trade 

and investment relationship, the transatlantic security relationship, US/EU approaches to specific global 

challenges and governance regimes, and the ways that developments in other world regions affect transatlantic 

dynamics. Students pursue transatlantic topics of interest within the policy track of specialization. 
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Summer Semester 

All students complete the following two courses: 

POSC 690 Tutorial in EU Policy Studies  

In this course, students will engage in individualized projects in their area of policy specialization to develop 

further expertise in this area. To complete this course successfully, students must engage in one of the 

following:  

1. A full time internship (38 hrs. per week) with a government office, NGO, or business throughout the 

summer term. In this option, students are exposed to and maneuver within EU policies and procedures. 

Students may work in a number of settings but must design the internship in such a way that EU policies, 

procedures, laws, etc., are explicitly addressed through the applied experience (with a written report). To 

meet the requirements of this course, students pursuing this option also must engage in directed readings 

and research related to this experience. Internship guidelines will be presented during orientation.  

OR 

2. An individual intensive research project resulting in a written thesis in the policy specialization area (this 

will involve one-on-one faculty supervision of an in-depth original research paper, fieldwork studies, or a 

comparable in-depth specialized project). The Director and Academic Coordinator will provide a full 

description of the project guidelines during orientation.  

POSC 692 EU Seminar 

This is the capstone seminar for the program designed to address students’ professional development. The 

course will integrate individual students’ experiences and give further consideration to topical issues in the 

European Union. It seeks to build students’ professional networks and to aid their transition into the 

professional realm. Coursework includes speakers, a simulation of EU decision-making, roundtable discussions, 

and research colloquia. 

A portfolio submitted by students to fulfill the requirements of POSC 692 will be used to assess student learning 

in the program overall. This portfolio will include self-assessments by students pertaining to their classroom 

academic experiences, internship and/or research activities, evidence of foreign language proficiency, resume, 

and other relevant materials pertaining to their experiences in the program overall. The portfolio will be 

reviewed and rated by the instructor for completeness, breadth of knowledge, and overall quality, and also will 

be reviewed by the executive director of the EUPS program. The executive director and the academic 

coordinator will provide a full description of the portfolio requirements during the fall orientation.  

The portfolio must demonstrate breadth of knowledge and depth in specific content areas, to be determined by 

the graduate program faculty. It must reflect the content of the student’s academic program, and its completion 

will require the integration and synthesis of what the student has learned. These materials will serve as the 

equivalent of the comprehensive examination experience for the student and will be the final assessment of 

mastery for the program.  
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Language Training 

During the fall term, all students will be enrolled in Italian language classes. Each student will take an Italian 

placement test during the second week of orientation and will then be placed in a language course suitable for 

the level of proficiency. Students will attend class for three hours a week. These classes will be scheduled around 

the graduate course schedule.  

Participation in and successful completion of language training is a requirement of POSC 692, the EU Seminar, 

which students enroll in during the summer term. A portion of the grade for POSC 692 will be based on students’ 

final grade in their Italian classes (based on exams, participation, and attendance). The cost of this course is 

included in the program tuition.  

Faculty 

All courses are taught by doctoral-level instructors drawn from JMU and its various university partners—the 

European University Institute, the University of Florence, the University of Bologna, the University of Pisa, and 

other doctorate-granting institutions. Specialized policy courses are taught by doctoral-level instructors with 

academic and practical experience in the areas covered. Instruction is supplemented wherever possible with 

guest lectures by practitioners and experts in the field of study. Information about faculty is available on the 

program website.  

Academic Excursions 

In the fall term students will have an entire week of virtual meetings with EU practitioners, while in the spring 

term, students will travel in person to Brussels to visit EU institutions, meet with policymakers, and engage in 

other activities related to the academic program. Additionally, in the spring term students will also travel in 

person to Rome, to meet with Italian and European policy makers and other key administrative and policy 

figures, while learning about the history and politics of the eternal city. All costs associated with the Brussels 

virtual excursion, as well as those associated with the two in person excursions to Brussels and Rome (including 

travel and lodging), will be covered by the program tuition. Students will be responsible for all other expenses 

incurred on these trips, including food. 

Academic excursions are group excursions, and as such are an integral component of the EUPS curriculum. 

Academic excursions and all components thereof are mandatory. Students cannot make arrangements for open 

return tickets; they must travel to and from all program trips as a group. If students renounce traveling with the 

group, they implicitly renounce the entire trip. Program staff is not allowed to accommodate individual requests 

of any kind. No exceptions can be granted to this policy.  

Research Projects 

If you intend to complete an intensive research project in the summer, you should begin planning for this 

project in the fall. The research project can be an extremely rewarding experience. The Academic Coordinator 

can help research project students to liaise with professors and policy experts at the European University 

Institute (EUI) before and during the process of completing the project. Research projects have proven to be 
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terrific exercises for students who are interested in demonstrating deep sectoral expertise to employers and in 

pursuing further graduate-level studies after the EUPS program. 

Internships 

If you intend to do a summer internship, planning will begin in the fall term. Students interested in the 

internship will be asked to specify the sort of work they are interested in doing and to identify, to the extent 

possible, potential internship sites in Florence. Students will work with the Academic Coordinator throughout 

the spring to locate and contact potential internship providers. Responsibility for obtaining internships will be 

shared between the student and the Academic Coordinator. While fluency in Italian or other languages is not 

always required, students who have taken the language courses seriously and made friends with local Italians 

have had more options during the internship search. 

The program provides also some remote internship options with U.S. based organizations. In this case, contacts 

with the internship providers will take place entirely on-line, and internship work will be completed remotely 

from Florence.  

Students may be interested in pursuing an in-person internship elsewhere in Europe, outside the immediate 

Florence area. If you are interested in this option, you must make ALL internship arrangements yourselves. It is 

important to note that students completing internships beyond Florence are still responsible for the full 

program cost. These students must also complete POSC 690 and POSC 692 via distance learning. Students will 

also be required to return to Florence for important events that are integral to the academic program. In 

addition to travel and housing, other costs may be associated with an internship located outside of Florence. 

Students wishing to undertake internships in the United Kingdom may find that new UK immigration laws make 

this arrangement unlikely, and a Prior Entry Clearance, obtained before leaving the student’s country of origin 

(e.g., if the student is not a British citizen), will almost certainly be necessary. Immigration laws in other 

countries may not allow internship work, even on an unpaid basis. 

Purchasing Books 

Information about course texts will be distributed to you well in advance of each semester. We generally 

recommend that you purchase books in the United States, as textbooks in the US tend to cost less than 

textbooks in Italy. You can, however, order course books in Florence through the Paperback Exchange bookstore 

(www.papex.it), which is located near the Duomo, or via amazon.uk. Students are responsible for procuring all 

course books themselves. However, some copies of the main texts may be found in the graduate study room. 

Information about fall term books will be sent to you during the summer. Information about journal articles and 

other non-book sources will be distributed during the academic orientation session in the fall.  

Library Resources 

JMU takes full advantage of the Cooperation Agreement it has signed with the library of the European University 

Institute. This is a graduate-level research facility with holdings that fully meet EUPS students’ needs. Travel to 

the library is easily accomplished by bus. Students may not check out books from this library, but the facility 
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provides wonderful study spaces. You can gain access to the library resources via the following website: 

http://www.eui.eu/Research/Library/Index.aspx  

While in Florence, students have full access to the JMU Harrisonburg Carrier Library Web site and to Interlibrary 

Loan services. You will find the latter to be particularly useful for obtaining journal articles and other periodical 

materials. These will be delivered to you electronically at no cost. Students are able to make full use of the 

library’s electronic databases as well. Information about using these services will be provided during the 

program orientation. You can also contact our reference librarian at the Harrisonburg Carrier Library, who has 

developed a special section of the library website to facilitate the bibliographic searches of the EUPS students.  

The executive director will lead a library orientation session during program orientation. Students will also be 

introduced to the EUI library system; they will be guided through the process of applying for an EUI library 

membership card in due course. 

Photocopying, Printing, and Faxing 

Fax machines, photocopiers, and printers are available in Palazzo Capponi.  

Registration for Coursework 

All students must register for fall, spring, and summer courses through JMU’s MyMadison system. The executive 

director will advise students on which courses to take and how to register for all classes. 

Academic Program Evaluation  

At the end of each semester, you will be asked to write evaluations of the professors and courses. You will also 

be asked to complete program evaluations at the conclusion of the program.  

Dismissal from the EUPS Program 

In the event that you are dismissed from the EUPS program, you must vacate all university-affiliated facilities 

upon dismissal, including your apartment, Palazzo Capponi, classrooms, offices, and any other premises used or 

operated by JMU. You will forfeit any remaining program fees, tuition, room, and any other fees associated with 

the program, and you will remain responsible for any fees or other costs that have yet to be paid. Misconduct 

that results in dismissal will be referred to the JMU judicial system. 

 

6.3 Attendance and participation policy 

Attendance at all classes, guest lectures, program academic events and excursions is required. Should you fail to 

attend scheduled events without a compelling reason, you may be dismissed from the program. All classes will 

be held at scheduled times, with no special accommodations made for your personal travel. Classes may be 

rescheduled when they conflict with program excursions, conferences or other academic events, closures due to 

inclement weather and national holidays. Students are expected to attend all rescheduled classes and events. 

http://www.eui.eu/Research/Library/Index.aspx
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If you miss three of any class, in-Florence academic events, or out-of-town academic excursion without a valid 

reason (such as a serious illness), we will send you and The Graduate School a warning letter. If your attendance 

does not improve within two weeks, you will be dismissed from the program and will lose all academic credit.  

The Academic Coordinator and other program staff will hold regular informational meetings to discuss academic 

and/or program related matters. Attendance at these meetings is mandatory for all students. Students will be 

informed in advance of the meetings schedule.  

Academic excursions and all the activities arranged during the academic excursions are mandatory and cannot 

be missed, unless a medical certificate is presented to the on-site director.  

Academic excursions are designed to be a key component of your experience. Policies have been put into place 

to ensure that these excursions will meet the program’s goals of academic enrichment while continuing to 

promote the reputation of the program in Italy and abroad.  

Excursions are group excursions organized and managed by the program, and as such they are not meant to 

satisfy individual interests but rather complement your coursework and European experience.  

6.4  Exams 

Exams must be taken on the dates specified on the semester schedule or otherwise determined by professors in 

agreement with program staff. Students cannot take exams on a different date. In case of illness, students must 

inform any JMU Florence staff member (not the professors, who may not be able to see the message on time) 

BEFORE the exam’s starting time by speaking in person, sending an email or WhatsApp message. If a student 

fails to inform staff about illness/discomfort BEFORE the exam takes place, the student may be allowed to 

retake the exam, but with a penalty, the amount of which will be decided by the program’s on-site director. The 

penalty can vary between 10 and 50% of the grade. Examples of penalties for missing exams: 10% for failing to 

communicate an illness/discomfort before the exam; 20% for not showing up at the exam without a proven 

medical reason; 50% for missing flights or trains on the day of the exam, for whichever reason, including 

transportation delays, bad weather and strikes, failing therefore to show up to the exam on time.  

6.5 Program evaluation 

At the end of each semester, all students will be asked to evaluate the courses during a specific meeting held for 

this purpose. We welcome all constructive and feasible suggestions. 

6.6 Policy on free-weekend travel and Weekend Plan Survey (WPS) 

You will be free to leave and travel independently during free weekends, but you should do so only after 

attending all regularly scheduled classes. You must ensure that you return to Florence the day before classes 

resume. Strikes and bad weather conditions often delay or impede transportation in Europe, and this may affect 

your possibility to return on time for class. Remember that if you miss three of any program events, classes or 

excursions you will be put on probation. Make sure you plan your trips allowing for enough cushion time.  

Each week you will have to fill out an on-line Weekend Plan Survey (WPS) that asks for details about your free 

weekend itinerary—including train/flight details and addresses where you will be staying. You must complete 
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this form and submit it by Thursday. Completion of the WPS is extremely important for program staff to be able 

to manage emergencies in the best interest of students and their families.  

Emergencies do occur, unfortunately, and staff must have a sense of how/where to reach students over the 

weekend. Please note that you will also be required to abide by the ‘Mandatory communication policy’ 

discussed in section 7.3 below.  

6.7 Family and/or friends’ visits 

The program is not able to accommodate visiting family members or friends on mandatory EUPS Academic 

Excursions, as these are specifically designed for academic purposes, not tourism. Moreover, visiting family 

members and friends may not attend classes, in or outside the school’s premises. If you wish to leave Florence 

and travel with family members or friends, you should schedule that trip during a free weekend or, even better, 

the semester breaks. Absences, even if spent with family members or friends, will still result in the procedures 

outlined in section 6.3 above.  

 

Also, be aware of the fact that, the last weeks of each semester are particularly intense, with final assignments 

and final exams scheduled. Having visitors during those weeks may be stressful. Inform your family and friends 

about this, before they make plans to visit.  

 

7. Internet, Wi-Fi, communication, mail, money 

7.1 Internet access in Italy 

Please be aware that you will NOT have the same Internet access in Florence that you are used to in the U.S. The 

reason for this is that telephone lines in Italy are less sophisticated, very expensive, and slow, due to the nature 

of Italian cities and buildings.   

7.2 Access to WiFi service in Palazzo Capponi 

Students should use their JMU credentials (ID and password) to access the JMU in Florence wireless network. 

This will work if their devices have been configured prior to their trip to Florence, when they are still in the US. 

(Please see section 2.4 above).  

 

IMPORTANT: if you have not taken the necessary steps to connect to Eduroam while you are still in the USA – 

you will not be able to configure your devices once you are outside the USA.  

 

In case you cannot access the JMU Florence Wi-Fi, please contact the JMU Help Desk at:  

https://www.jmu.edu/computing/help-and-support/it-help-desk.shtml  

  

https://www.jmu.edu/computing/help-and-support/it-help-desk.shtml
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7.3 Mandatory communication policy  

The cell phone market in Italy moves rapidly, and the program aims to provide students with a communication 

system that is both effective and convenient. To that end, the program works according to the following system: 

 

Students must bring an unlocked smart phone with them to Florence. It is the students’ responsibility to work 

with their US cell phone provider before they leave to assure that their phone will be unlocked for the full 

duration of the program. Usually, it is not possible to unlock a phone from abroad. 

 

During the on-site orientation process in Florence, program staff provides each EUPS student with an Italian SIM 

card. Students should insert that SIM card into the unlocked phone that they have brought with them. 

 

The Italian SIM card will have a monthly plan already active and installed on it, for which the program will have 
paid. That plan will provide for the following components (the details change a bit as the market develops; this 

list is designed to give a general sense of the plan, and could change without notice): 
 

**Unlimited free calls BETWEEN students’ SIM cards 

Free INCOMING calls and texts from the USA 

A certain amount of free minutes of calls to Italy 

A certain amount of free minutes from Italy to EU countries and the USA 

A considerable amount of free  GB of data** 

**Only indicative and subject to change.  

 

Students traveling to destinations that are not covered by the plan, like for instance Switzerland, should contact 

the phone company ahead of time (generally one week is enough) and make arrangements for a specific 

international plan that will cover the destinations of their trip. In this way, they are sure they will be reachable 

anywhere and anytime, which is an important aspect of their security as travelers. On-site JMU staff will provide 

information on the Italian SIM card provider.  

 

At the end of the September monthly plan, students are responsible for “re-upping” their credit with 10 euro 

every month; during on-site orientation, Florence staff will share details on how to “re-up” credit. 

 

Why do you need to switch to an Italian SIM card? Using an Italian SIM card in Italy and Europe gives you a 

guarantee of better coverage, allowing you to call the program staff in case of emergency from wherever you 

are, and allowing program staff to call you in case they need to communicate with you urgently. Hence, the 

switch to an Italian SIM card during your study abroad period contributes to a smoother and safer stay. 

Moreover, you have a huge amount of Gigabytes available for data, which means you’ll always be able to 

connect to the Internet, wherever you are covered by the plan. Not only, when the DSL lines are down and the 
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wi-fi in the JMU building is unavailable (which can happen for example after thunderstorms), you will be able to 

use your smartphone as a hotspot for your laptop or tablet!  

WhatsApp, the JMU MANDATORY communications app in Florence: Students communicate with Florence staff 

about their immediate needs and staff communicates last-minute schedule updates, upcoming events, 

appointments or emergencies through the WhatsApp messaging application. Thus, it is critical that all students 

download/install WhatsApp and link their WhatsApp account to their Italian phone number. American numbers 

cannot be added to the WhatsApp group. 

7.4 Mail 

Sending letters from Italy to the US 

Letters sent to the US usually arrive within 10 business days. The cost of sending a letter or postcard to the US is 

€2.80. Stamps (“francobolli”) can be bought in Piazza Santo Spirito at the Tabacchi (tobacco shop that sells 

stamps, bus tickets, etc.) located a few minutes’ walk from the JMU premises. Look for the big “T” outside the 

store.  

Shipping packages home 

We recommend that you wait until the end of the year to take gifts home with you on the plane. However, if 

you prefer to ship your gifts home, or you’d like to ship home some of your clothing or belongings, there are 

several options available.  

The section below is only indicative of the many shipping services available on the market.  

1) The “Shipping Company” takes care of everything: picking-up, packaging, filling of all necessary 

documents and forms, until the delivery. They have student rates and are located 5 minutes walking 

distance from JMU premises.  Address: 

Piazza Pitti 6, Firenxe 

 Tel + 39 055219089 E-mail info@shippingcompany.it  

2) The company “Mail Boxes Etc.” takes care of everything so all you have to do is contact them. The price 

for shipments depends on the content. Local pickups are available for shipments of any package size and 

you can track your package all the way to the destination. Locations in Florence 

Via dello Sprone 20-22/r 

Tel: + 39 055 217314 E-mail: mbe2682@mbe.it 

 

3) The company “Poste Italiane” (Italian Postal Service) might be the least expensive option. You should 

track your package in Italy or in the US or both. Although this comes at an additional cost, it guarantees 

that the package will arrive. Wine and used clothing cannot be shipped through the Poste Italiane. 

Location near Palazzo Capponi Large Central Post Office 

mailto:info@shippingcompany.it
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHBF_enIT877IT878&tbs=lf:1,lf_ui:4&tbm=lcl&sxsrf=APq-WBt7vOYGb4bdfv8bNZLJq4StG6R1ug:1646222807112&q=mail+boxes+etc+firenze&rflfq=1&num=10&rldimm=15080289148143196549
mailto:mbe2682@mbe.it
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Via Barbadori  Via Pellicceria, 3 (Piazza Repubblica) 

Other Shipping Companies: Many other companies exist on the market. Some companies have special licenses 

that allow for shipping of liquids. All take care of luggage pick-up, shipping, and delivery to your U.S. Address 

(All-inclusive). 

Getting extra luggage could come out to be about the same price or even cheaper than MBE, which would 

enable you to pack more items than MBE would allow. For this reason, you may want to check with your airline 

to see how much it would cost. 

If you are not too sure about what you can send to the United States, read here to find out more:  

https://it.usembassy.gov/embassy-consulates/rome/sections-offices/foreign-agricultural-

service/bringingsending-food-alcohol-u-s/ 

https://www.cbp.gov/travel/us-citizens/know-before-you-go/prohibited-and-restricted-items 

7.5 Getting Money in Florence 

The best way to get money in Florence, and throughout Europe, is by withdrawing through a “bancomat” (ATM 

machine). Credit cards such as Visa or MasterCard provide an international PIN. Prior to coming to Italy, 

contact your credit card provider or bank to make sure your card can be used in foreign countries and that you 

have a 4 or 5 digit PIN. If your card is actually a checking account debit card linked to an international Visa or 

MasterCard network, you will get the best exchange rate and will not be charged interest (You will be debited a 

service charge for each transaction, the amount of which is determined by your US bank). 

Another option is getting money wired to Italy in about 1-2 days through Western Union. To find a location in 

Italy, phone 800 464 464 or visit their website, www.westernunion.it. Western Union in the Historical Center of 

Florence: Piazza della Stazione Santa Maria Novella, Ground Floor, Exchange Office (Train Station), Via Calzaiuoli, 

3 (btw. Duomo and Pza. Signoria), Via Calzaiuoli, 42 (btw. Duomo and Pza. Signoria),  Piazza S. Giovanni, 7 (near 

Duomo), Via Por Santa Maria, 3 (near the Ponte Vecchio). 

Emergency Cash: In the event of an emergency, students can borrow some cash from James Madison University. 

You must sign a promissory note stating that you agree to pay the loan back by a certain date, before the end of 

the program. See the On-Site Director for details. 

Exchanging money: banks in Italy exchange currency ONLY to clients who possess a bank account in Italy. 

Obtaining a bank account is not recommended because of the high fees. Exchange centers are located all over 

the historical city center of Florence. Be aware there are sometimes high commissions involved.  

Travelers’ checks are not recommended, as many places no longer accept them for exchange. Also, personal 

checks CANNOT be cashed in Italy. 

 

https://it.usembassy.gov/embassy-consulates/rome/sections-offices/foreign-agricultural-service/bringingsending-food-alcohol-u-s/
https://it.usembassy.gov/embassy-consulates/rome/sections-offices/foreign-agricultural-service/bringingsending-food-alcohol-u-s/
https://www.cbp.gov/travel/us-citizens/know-before-you-go/prohibited-and-restricted-items
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8. Health, safety and security 

While our mission is to provide academic excellence and opportunities for personal growth, we know that these 

objectives cannot be reached if you are physically unwell or unsafe. Please read these suggestions for a healthy, 

safe and secure year. 

8.1 Health and wellbeing services  

NOTE: Covid-19 specific information is provided upon arrival in Florence, as well as during pre-departure 

orientation! Keep in mind: Covid-19 regulations are often changing and the rules in place before students 

depart the U.S. might not be the same once they arrive.  

If students are in an emergency situation where they need immediate medical attention* they should call 118 

for an ambulance and keep JMU staff informed by messaging or calling the JMU emergency phone. 

Pre-Existing Conditions 

It is recommended for students who are currently treating any medical or psychological conditions meet with 

their medical providers well before their departure. If students have any medications, they should either bring 

enough medications with them to last for the semester or bring a written prescription from their doctor. 

Cultural Insurance Services International (CISI) 

All students are provided a medical travel insurance through Cultural Insurance Services International (CISI). 

Students will be sent an email with specific plan information as well as their insurance card. It is recommended 

that students read their insurance policy before departing the U.S. and print a copy of their insurance card to 

keep on them at all times.  

Students can either take their ID card to a medical provider at the time of service, OR they can file an insurance 

claim on the CISI website for reimbursement. Unless students go through International Health Florence or 

Medical Service Firenze (below), then they will likely have to submit a claim for reimbursement (Italy functions 

on a national healthcare plan; most Italian doctors will not take the insurance card up-front for this reason). 

With the information on their ID card, students can call CISI for any questions about their plan or specific 

coverage. NOTE: CISI might require a doctor prescription for certain medical tests and medications (even COVID-

19 tests). If you want to ensure coverage of your medical expense, it’s best to check your plan and consult with a 

doctor. 

International Health Florence (IHF) 

There are several health services located in Florence, one of which being International Health Florence (IHF). IHF 

is a service located at Careggi Hospital that assists foreign students and ex-pats navigate the Italian medical 

system. Assistants at IHF are available 24/7 to help students make appointments with doctors and specialists 

(including dermatologists, orthopedists, gynecologists, etc.). They accept and process CISI insurance, so medical 

appointments and tests are free of charge and students do not have to submit a claim for reimbursement to 
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CISI. They can also act as translators during appointments with doctors who do not speak English. Students can 

contact them at ifca@internationalhealthflorence.com or (+39) 331.636.9001 (SMS & WhatsApp).  

If students wish to see a doctor, it is recommended to contact IHF as soon as possible as it will likely take a few 

days to find an available appointment.  

Medical Service Firenze 

Located at Via Roma 4, Medical Service Firenze provides both locals and foreigners medical assistance. All 

medical staff speak English, and the clinic accepts all major travel/medical insurance policies, like CISI. Students 

should not have to submit a claim for reimbursement so long as they have their CISI ID card at the time of the 

appointment. Students can visit their website for updated clinic walk-in hours (www.medicalservice.firenze.it) 

or call their 24/7 Home Visit service to reach a doctor any time of day at (+39) 055.475411.  

Before going to their walk-in clinic, students should call or check their website to see if they first need to arrange 

an appointment due to Covid-19 regulations. Students with Covid-19 symptoms will need to take a rapid test 

(self-test) before being allowed entry to the clinic. 

JMU Florence Counselor Services** 

Dr. Silia Passeri is available to meet with any JMU student who would like counselor services. Students can 

either visit her weekly office hours for free (time and day stated on semester calendar) or contact her for an 

appointment at siliapasseri@yahoo.it for private appointments that can be covered through the CISI insurance. 

Students should make sure to provide Dr. Passeri with their CISI ID cards so she can process the insurance.  

*Situations where you might need immediate medical attention  

● Inhaled smoke or poisonous fumes 

● Heavy bleeding 

● Possible broken bone with loss of movement 

● Deep wound 

● Serious burn 

● Coughing or throwing up blood 

● Severe allergic reaction with trouble breathing 

● Severe chest pain or pressure 

● Head injury with passing out, fainting or confusion 

**Situations where you might need counselor services 

● Feeling homesick, struggling with integration 

● Conflicts with roommates 

● Communication difficulties 

● Managing stress and expectations 

● Depression and anxiety 

● Grief and/or trauma 

● Struggling with alcohol and/or drug use 

● Crisis and emergency situations following critical incidents 
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Please do keep in mind that the Florence administrative staff has no medical competences. Therefore, they 

cannot give medical advice to students. It is imperative for students to reach out to a doctor at one of the above 

mentioned services as soon as they feel there is a serious need.  

 

They should also always check procedures with their insurance PRIOR to making any decisions. EUPS staff is not 

responsible for financial implications of medical decisions made by the students without consulting with their 

medical insurance first.  

8.2 Emergency telephone number and policy 

+39 393.902.8451 

This cell number is a 24-hour emergency service provided by JMU Florence in case of extreme emergency. The 

cell phone is rotated among various staff members, mainly the Residence Manager and the FMIR. Please note 

that due to the architecture of many Italian buildings and the prohibition of cell phone use in public places such 

as hospitals, the number could be temporarily unreachable. In this case, please leave a message on the 

answering machine or send a text message - the staff member will be checking messages regularly, and will call 

back as soon as they can. 

The JMU Florence emergency cell phone number is to be used only in the case of extreme emergency. 

Examples of these emergencies include: 

-Need for urgent hospital attention and/or an ambulance; 
-Sexual assault; 
-A roommate is unexplainably missing (after having checked that the person is nowhere to be found, including 
their room). 
 
For all other medical and housing, theft, documents loss situations, please contact the school during regular 

office hours; Monday-Thursday 9:00am-5:00pm and Friday 9:00am-2:00pm. 

Covid-19 related health care emergency procedures are contained in a separate document called “Covid-19 

guidelines”. 

8.3 Safety  

Your personal safety during your stay in Florence is JMU’s priority. But many of the behaviors that will guarantee 

you a safe stay depend on you!  

Florence is a safe city by international standards, but still, it is a city with many different kinds of people 

inhabiting it. During the day the main risk in the touristic areas of the center is being pick-pocketed, but at night 

things can get more dangerous. Be aware that danger of particular neighborhoods is hard to discern by 

somebody who is unfamiliar with the city, especially at night. Therefore, we recommend that you are always 

very careful and aware of your surroundings. Never go anywhere alone after midnight and never leave a friend 

on their own.  
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Drinking alcohol is the number one threat to your safety. “Binge-drinking” impairs your judgment and causes 

you to behave in unsafe ways. While under the influence, you may decide to take dangerous risks such as 

walking home alone late at night, losing track of your belongings in a club, or going home with someone you 

don’t know well. All of these behaviors seriously put your safety at risk. Further, being drunk in Italy is not 

considered “cool” or “fun”. Italians do not drink to get drunk, but rather may savor a few glasses of wine with 

dinner and an occasional cocktail when going to clubs. Drinking alcohol is generally associated with a meal, and 

done in moderation. Please note that drinks should never be left unattended in bars and clubs. Bar/club patrons 

have sometimes had their drinks laced with substances and have subsequently been assaulted. Please be 

careful. 

Should it come to the staff’s attention that you are repeatedly drinking in a reckless manner, i.e., to the point 

where you have become either a danger to yourself or a danger or serious distraction to others, you will be 

dismissed from the program.   

Any type of drug use is forbidden while participating in the EUPS program. While living in Italy, you will be 

subject to Italian laws. If you are caught with any illegal substance, you will be thrown in jail and will be at the 

mercy of the Italian state, not the JMU police. Any association with illegal drugs or drug dealers is cause for 

immediate dismissal from the program. 

Unwanted attention on the street or in public places is a problem that can happen to women in Italy. Follow the 

lead of Italian women and observe how they do not respond or look in the direction of the offender. Do not talk 

to the person, or make eye contact; simply keep walking. If you are followed, go into the nearest bar, restaurant, 

store, etc. and ask for assistance. If this occurs on a bus or train, ask the driver or ticket controller to help you. 

“Ciao bella” is not a compliment when heard from a passerby. 

 

In general, maintain the same safe behaviors you would if you were in a large city in the United States. Florence, 

Italy and Europe can give the appearance of being safer, given the different life-style, habits and customs. 

However, the same crimes that happen in the States can happen in Europe, as well… use your city street smarts, 

and stay safe! 

 

Sexual assault 

IN CASE OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 

Please follow this procedure closely: 

1. NOTIFY JMU Florence emergency phone number +39 3939028451 

2. TAKE A TAXI TO THE “OSPEDALE CAREGGI”  (Careggi Hospital) 

TELL THE DRIVER TO TAKE YOU TO: “GINECOLOGIA OSPEDALE CAREGGI” You must do this before 

reporting the incident to the police. 

At the hospital they will do the necessary paperwork and tests and send you to the proper police department.  

8.4 Security in Palazzo Capponi 
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Palazzo Capponi’s residential area has three cameras, which monitor access into the building and into the 

Linwood Rose academic center on the second floor. In addition to the main wooden entrance gate, the JMU 

building is provided with two additional safety doors. Both are monitored by cameras. The footage of the 

cameras is directly accessible to the staff in case there is the need to monitor an intrusion. Staff will check 

footage regularly (at least once a week) to make sure everybody is respecting the rules regarding Palazzo 

Capponi’s security (see Section 5.2 for the Palazzo’s access rules). 

Students should make sure that all three doors leading into the building close properly behind them. It is 

essential for all three doors to be closed well after office hours, in order to guarantee the safety of the resident 

community. In addition to the three main entrance doors, students are requested to keep the Linwood Rose 

academic center main door always closed after office hours.  

To protect the security of JMU premises it is crucial not to lose or entrust to others (for any reason) the keys to 

the JMU building. By no means should students give their electronic key to others, whether they are participants 

in the JMU Florence programs (SIF or EUPS) or not.  

If keys are lost or stolen, students are required to inform immediately JMU Florence staff, who will deactivate 

that electronic key. If keys are not returned before the end of the term, their cost will be placed on the student’s 

JMU account (the specific costs are indicated in the Residential Contract). 

Theft and pick-pocketing 

Theft and pick-pocketing are common occurrences in Europe, including Italy. Be careful with your belongings. 

Keep careful watch on your bag, wallet, keys and cellphone at all times. Particularly problematic places are 

public areas such as transportation terminals (bus and train), internet cafes, tourist areas (such as the city 

centers, while waiting outside at museums and church entrances), restaurants, and clubs. 

Our strongest advice is the following: keep your passport ALWAYS in a PASSPORT POUCH. In this way, in case of 

pick-pocketing the most valuable of your items will not risk being stolen from or with the purse.  

If you are a victim of pick-pocketing, or if you lost your passport, the first thing you need to do is file a police 

report in the city your belongings were stolen or your passport lost. After you have filed a report you can begin 

to replace your passport by contacting the nearest U.S. consulate or embassy. You need to bring your police 

report with you and a photocopy of your passport, to speed up procedures. Make sure you always carry a 

photocopy of your passport with you, and keep a photocopy in your room as well.  

Many JMU students have been victims of pick-pocketing in the past in places like Florence, Paris, London, 

Barcelona. They have also been victims of street robbers who have snatched their bags containing their 

passport. This has inevitably impacted on their travel plans.  

The table below summarizes, for your convenience, what you should do in case of theft or loss of your passport, 

credit cards and other belongings.  
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JMU FLORENCE STUDENTS PROTOCOL IN CASE OF: 
LOST OR STOLEN PASSPORT, CREDIT CARDS AND PERSONAL BELONGINGS 

IN FLORENCE OUTSIDE OF FLORENCE 

 
LOST OR STOLEN PASSPORT 
 
1. Report to the CARABINIERI in BORGO OGNISSANTI 48 – 

open 24/7 with English speaking staff. 
2. Request a new/temporary passport with the US Consulate in 

Florence, check the passport section of the U.S. Embassy 
website for requirements and procedures: 

 http://italy.usembassy.gov/ 
3. Inform JMU staff during office hours (9am-5pm). 

 
LOST OR STOLEN PASSPORT 
 
1. Report to the local authorities. 
2. Request a new/temporary passport, check the 

passport section of the U.S. Embassy website for 
requirements and procedures: 

 http://italy.usembassy.gov/ 
3. Inform JMU staff during office hours (9am-5pm). 

 

 
LOST OR STOLEN CREDIT CARD 
 
1. Have your credit/ATM/debit cards immediately cancelled. 
2. Report to the CARABINIERI in BORGO OGNISSANTI 48 – 

open 24/7 with English speaking staff. 
3. Request a new card and have it shipped to: 

      Your name 
c/o James Madison University 
via dei Michelozzi 2 
50125 Firenze 
ITALY 

     Tel. +39 0552675661 

 
LOST OR STOLEN CREDIT CARD 
 
1. Have your credit/ATM/debit cards immediately 

cancelled. 
2. Report to the local authorities. 
3. Request a new card and have it shipped to: 

Your name 
c/o James Madison University 
via dei Michelozzi 2 
50125 Firenze 
ITALY 

    Tel. +39 0552675661 
 

 
LOST OR STOLEN PERSONAL BELONGINGS 
 
To request a reimbursement from your insurance company 
you should: 
1. Report to the CARABINIERI in BORGO OGNISSANTI 48 – 
open 24/7 with English speaking staff. 
2. Use the report according to your insurance company’s 
requirements. 
 

 
LOST OR STOLEN PERSONAL BELONGINGS 
 
To request a reimbursement from your insurance 
company you should: 
1. Report to the local authorities. 
2. Use the report according to your insurance 
company’s requirements. 
 

 

9. Living in Florence and moving around in Florence, Italy, and Europe 

9.1 Living in Florence/Italy 

Acquire a New Culture 

http://italy.usembassy.gov/
http://italy.usembassy.gov/
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An important aspect of going to Italy is learning about its culture. The best way you can do this is to immerse 

yourself into the Italian lifestyle. Those of you who will make this effort will be compensated at the end of the 

year with the feeling that you’ve grown a great deal. 

JMU’s on the ground staff will be of great importance in the process that you’ve started, that of temporarily 

acquiring a new culture, and perhaps acquiring permanently some aspects of it. They will help you understand 

how Italians live and think, and how they express likes and dislikes. It is essential that the relationship with the 

JMU staff be one of mutual trust. The best way for JMU staff to trust you is for you to respect the JMU rules and 

regulations. You will be in a special, new environment, very different from your home and from a hotel: you are 

expected to treat it accordingly and respectfully. 

Initial adjustment period 

Observe a lot the first weeks and try to adapt or fall into the Italians’ way of life; eating times and habits, sense 

of humor, and social behavior. 

Most students expect to "feel at home" from the very first moment they walk through the airport doors. This is a 

legitimate expectation, but can be reached only if you give yourself time to overcome initial stress and a certain 

amount of "culture shock" before feeling comfortable. Remember that most of the effort must be made by you 

because your hosts are already "at home”. Their routine life goes on with jobs, school, worries and joys, and 

they expect you to just fit in. They will be flexible and understanding because they have seen these initial 

difficulties often before. The best source of suggestions and advice is other students' experiences: 

“It was definitely an effort, the customs were different, and there was no way to avoid stepping on a few toes by 

accident.” 

“Don't be bothered by first reactions or tone of voice. Italians, and Florentines in particular, have expressions 

(body and facial) that may seem rude or abrupt by American standards, but are not in this culture.” 

Italian dress  

Italians are very proud of their clothing styles and traditions. Dressing appropriately in Italy is very important and 

will impact how you are perceived by Italians. Italians dress according to the seasons and rarely deviate from 

seasonally appropriate attire. In general, they tend to wear warmer clothes than their American counterparts 

and may worry about you getting a frescata (“catching a chill”) if you do not sufficiently cover yourself. 

Florentines tend to wear more classic styles, preferring basic colors such as black, brown and white. Remember, 

Italians dress elegantly in the city: flip flops are for summer holidays at the beach and sweatpants are for the 

gym. 

Drinking 

There is no drinking age in Italy. From a young age, Italians are used to seeing wine on the table at meal times. 

Italians enjoy their wine in moderation and therefore, binge drinking is not usually an issue in Italy. Wine is 

usually served with dinner, but there are strict ideas about how much young people should drink. The 

expectation in homes and restaurants is that people will drink moderately: one or two glasses are the norm. You 

may absolutely be arrested for public drunkenness, whether on the street or in a bar. In addition to the legal 

consequences, there are cultural ones: too many drinks destroy your chances of a genuine relationship with 
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Italians and makes foreigners look bad. Do not embarrass JMU Program staff or create problems for them in this 

respect. Since you are guests of the country, they feel involved for what happens to all EUPS students. In 

addition, any instances of excess regarding the aforementioned behavior can result in dismissal from the 

program. 

Meals 

Food and meals in Italy are a very important part of life. Italians have certain (strong) ideas when it comes to 

food combinations, food sequence and eating certain things at the appropriate time. Cappuccino is considered a 

breakfast drink and is not appropriate after lunch or dinner. Instead, caffe’ can be ordered anytime of the day. 

Italians drink water and wine at meals. If they have pizza, they will drink soft drinks or beer. The admissible 

sequence of food is: antipasto (starter), primo (first course), secondo (second course), dolce (dessert). It is 

considered polite to always keep both hands on the table and never on your lap. 

The three typical Italian meals look as follows:  

Breakfast (colazione) is light and simple, generally consisting of espresso coffee, cappuccino or tea, biscuits or 

croissants, and a fresh orange squeeze. When having breakfast at home, Italians substitute biscuits and 

croissants for bread and homemade marmalade, and yogurt. Cereals are common for children, but not for adults 

and can be costly compared to in America.  

Lunch (pranzo) is generally quite light these days, consisting in either a pasta dish (first course), or a meat or fish 

dish with a side of fresh or cooked vegetables (second course), a fruit salad and an espresso coffee.  

Dinner (cena) can begin with an antipasto (like bruschetta), followed by a pasta or a soup dish (first course), a 

meat or fish dish with a side of vegetables (second course), and a dessert.  

9.2 Working in Italy 

Students are occasionally asked to work in a bar or a nightclub by friends they make in Florence. You may think 

that doing so would be a fun way of making some extra money during your stay. Please note, however, that 

James Madison University expressly forbids any student who is not an EU citizen from working while on the 

EUPS program. Also note that the legal consequences of working in Italy while on a student visa are very 

severe.   

Unlike citizens of European Union member states, Americans do not have the same rights when it comes to 

employment and residence. The Italian government is cracking down on illegal immigrants and severely 

punishing the employers who hire them illegally. Very harsh laws are in place to punish all concerned. In other 

words, if you are found to be working in Italy without having previously applied for a visa specifically for that 

purpose, you will be arrested and expelled from the country.   

JMU will not be able to intervene to enable you to return to Italy, and you will lose all academic credits for the 

year. Additionally, the person who hires you risks having his/her workplace closed and serving a prison sentence 

of up to five years. Undercover police officers often visit clubs, restaurants, bars, and shops with the express 

purpose of catching such people. The excuse that “I was only helping out for a few hours” will not suffice, as a) 

you will likely have been secretly observed over a period of time and b) you are unlikely to have had the 
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vaccinations and certificates that Italian law requires for bar and restaurant employees. In addition to the 

labor/visa violations, you will have probably infringed the hygiene regulations as well. In the end, what may have 

seemed like no big deal may actually turn into something very serious. 

 

9.3 Traveling in Italy and beyond  

Free weekends policy: the mandatory WPS 

JMU Florence students are required to fill out an on-line Weekend Plan Survey (WPS) ahead of each and every 

free weekend during their stay in Italy. Students have to fill out the form both if they travel outside of Florence 

or if they stay in Florence for the weekend.  

Letting JMU Florence’s staff know of your travel plans greatly aids JMU’s ability to offer help should you need it. 

Completing the TIF simply gives you an extra layer of comfort and security while you're off exploring the 

continent and beyond. 

Alert System, Smart travel and Security resources 

ALERT SYSTEM: the OSEMG 

JMU Florence takes part in the State Department’s OSACS system (Overseas Security Advisory Council), which 

constantly informs, updates and trains American Universities’ staff in Florence about security. JMU in Florence 

has a crisis notification system in place. In case of crisis, an on-site emergency management group (OSEMG) 

will convene and decide how to address the emergency.  

In the event of a critical incident in progress, whether students are in Florence or traveling abroad in other 

European countries, JMU’s OSEMG will use text messages, phone, and email alerts to provide rapid notification 

and instructions to members of the JMU Florence community. Critical incidents could include an individual who 

is considered armed and dangerous, a hazardous materials incident, an explosion, a natural disaster or any other 

event in which there is an immediate threat of physical harm or death to JMU Florence community members. 

The phone number you will be reached at is the one of the Italian SIM card you were provided with as your 

primary phone for Italy. This is why it is critical for you to use the Italian SIM card.  

For traveling safely, it is good practice to check government sites containing updates on security conditions and 

travel warnings  

Please refer to the following websites for updated Travel Advisories: 

State Department Website: Travel Advisories 

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories.html 

The State Department issues Travel Advisories to recommend postponing travel to a country because of 

widespread civil unrest, dangerous conditions, terrorist activity or, in some cases, because the U.S. has no 

diplomatic relations with the country and may have great difficulty in assisting U.S. citizens in distress. Travel 

Alerts disseminate information quickly about terrorist threats or other relatively short-term or transnational 

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories.html
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conditions that could pose significant risks to you and affect your travel plans. U.S. embassies and consulates 

send out security or emergency messages to alert U.S. citizens to fast-breaking events, such as demonstrations, 

coups, approaching storms, and crime. Even if particular alerts or warnings lie several weeks or even a month or 

more back, it is still very advisable to take note of them. 

State Department Website: Traveler's Checklist 
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/before-you-go/travelers-checklist.html 
 
OSAC Rome Report: 
https://www.osac.gov/Pages/ContentReportDetails.aspx?cid=19149 
 
State Department Website: STEP program 
https://step.state.gov/step/ 
Enroll to receive security messages and make it easier to locate you in an emergency! 
 
For further information: 
Visit the Department of State website for country by country profiles: 
https://travel.state.gov/content/passports/en/country.html 
 
Always stay updated via the various news networks. 

 

10. Telephone numbers, mailing address and social media 

To reach Italy from a phone in the United States, dial: 
01139 followed by the number you need to reach 
 

To reach the United States from a phone in Italy, dial: 
001 followed by the number you need to reach (including the area code). 

 
Mailing address, email address and phone numbers of JMU’s Florence Program 

 
James Madison University in Florence 
 Via dei Michelozzi 2 - 50125 Firenze 
 Tel: + 39 0552657661 
 Fax: + 39 0552675490 
 Cell phone: + 39 3939028451 (24/7 for student emergencies only) 
 E-mail: florenceprograms@jmu.edu  
 

Program Contacts 
 
Executive Director, JMU Programs in Florence 
 Charles H. Blake 
 James Madison University 
 Department of Political Science, MSC 7705 

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/before-you-go/travelers-checklist.html
https://www.osac.gov/Pages/ContentReportDetails.aspx?cid=19149
https://step.state.gov/step/
https://travel.state.gov/content/passports/en/country.html
mailto:florenceprograms@jmu.edu
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 91 E. Grace St. 
 Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
 Tel: 540 568 6344 (office) 
 E-mail:  blakech@jmu.edu 
 
 
On-site Director, JMU Programs in Florence 
 Caterina Paolucci 
 Via dei Michelozzi 2 - 50125 Firenze 
 Tel:  + 39 0552657661 (office) 
 E-mail: paoluccx@jmu.edu  
 

 
International Health Florence 

English-speaking Assistants on-call 24/7 
IFCA Clinic, Via del Pergolino, 4 – 50139 Florence Italy 
Tel: + 39 331.636.9001 for appointments 
E-mail: ifca@internationalhealthflorence.com  
http://www.internationalhealthflorence.com 
 
  

Medical Service 
English-speaking Doctors on-call 24/7 

Via Roma, 4 - 50123 Firenze 
Ph. +39 055 475411 for appointments/house visits 
 
 

US Department of State in Florence 
 Consulate of the United States of America 
 Lungarno Amerigo Vespucci 38 
 50123 Firenze 
 Tel: + 39 055266951 
 
 
JMU in Florence Social Media Handles 
 Before you leave the United States, please find and follow the social media handles listed below. You 
will find a lot of information by the program, and what to expect while in Florence. Please, also reach out to the 
social media if you have any questions about Florence, traveling, Italy, etc.  
 Instagram: 

 jmuflorence 
 Twitter:  

@JMU_EUPS 
 Facebook: 
  JMU Semester in Florence - SIF 
  JMU M.A. in Political Science - EUPS  
 

HAVE A WONDERFUL SEMESTER IN FIRENZE!  

mailto:blakech@jmu.edu
mailto:paoluccx@jmu.edu
http://www.internationalhealthflorence.com/

